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A BRYOCENOLOGICAL STUDY OF SOME EPIPHYT,
IC MOSSES OF A CENTRAL INDIANA WOODS
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Mosses in general, and epiphytic species in particular, have received
surprisingly little of the attention in America which they rightly deserve
as an ecologically significant group. The ecological formations as dis
tinguished in America (Weaver and Clements (21) ) are closely affili
ated with and largely defined by their respective climates. In other
words, they may be said to be "macro-indicators" of climates.
Micro-climates are receiving considerable attention in Europe. These
micro-climates refer to the local environmental conditions found in
every situation, no matter how small. Such local conditions vary between
ridges and ravines and other situations in which the differences are so
small as not to be apparent, or expressed, in the dominant vegetation.
Because of the greater sensitivity of mosses to environment, such micro
climates are sufficient to give expression to definite federations and asso
ciations in these plants. On the basis o[ such infinitely delicate adjust
ments to the environment. mosses. especially those which are epiphytic,
may be considered "micro-indicators."
Ochsner (15) has said] "The vegetation of a country is the visible
expression of its climate," and, according to him, the moss types may
indicate moisture (dew, rain, humidity), temperature and light relation
ships, besides other more local conditions. Concerning one of his asso
ciations he says, "Probably one could designate them as rain indicators,
since the abundance of their presence is about comparable to the amount
of rainfall." If mosses are to be utilized as indicators of local climate
within a dominant association, studies must be made throughout the
country to provide] if possible. a basic standard for a universal system.
The present study of moss societies revealed some interesting facts as to
the relationship of epiphytic mosses to the host tree, the physiographic
location and the immediate micro-climate.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
American work in bryocenology has hardly been of a truly ecological
nature, since standard ecological methods have not been used. Species
have been listed and successions named with no data other than tbose
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gained from extensive instead of intensive methods. European work, on
the other hand, has been more intensive and systematic in its presenta
tion. Systems of classification have been proposed, and technique of
ecological caliber marks the methods.
Cooper (5), in his study of the ecological succession of mosses on Isle
Royale, approaches the Eurppean system in his presentation. He does
not mention, however, how the data for his diagrams were obtained.
Miss Taylor's work (19) is voluminous, but lacks the diagnostic com
parisons possible only through tables and figures based on data obtained
by standard methods of sampling. These are essential to a concrete pic
ture of the vegetation. She presents two tables on mosses, in which the
presence of species is shown in associations of xerarch and hydrarch
successions. In the flood plain which was stUdied, she found practically
no mosses, which she attributed to the deposition of silt. The findings
described in the present paper indicate that silt deposits do not prevent
growth of mosses. The same criticism of a lack of statistical ecological
methods likewise applies to the presentation of succession by Glenn and
Welch (8). The work of Montgomery (14) and Robinove and LaRue
(18) concerned itself chiefly with the soil reactions which certain mosses
could endure. On the whole, such bryocenological data as we have in
America have been gathered without application of statistical ecological
methods.
Cams (6) has formulated the most complete and workable system of
ecological classification for mosses. His system and methods of study
have been followed in the present investigation, which is confJl1ed to the
epixylia of the epiphylia of his classification.
LOCATION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REGION
STUDIED
The woods studied for its epiphytic mosses is in the Fort Benjamin
Harrison Military Reservation, which is nine miles northeast of Indian
apolis. The woods under consideration shows no evidence of any cul
tural disturbance in the last fifty years, with the exception of the flood
plain region which adjoins an old field now in stages of secondary suc
cession. The area is removed from the activities of the military forces.
The woods has a rolling topography consisting of upland and ravines,
dissected by streams. The tops of the ridges are plateau-like with no
sharp ridges, so that there is not sufficient topographic control to cause
150
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a marked change in the climax forest. The major stream flowing through
the area is Fall creek, into which the smaller streams flow. These
smaller streams are dry, or nearly so, during the summer. The soil is of
glacial origin, with considerable boulders and gravel and without
exposed bedrock.
Outside of the flood plain proper, the forest is a 'typical dense Fagus
AceI' climax, with some representation of Quercus alba on the drier
slopes. Ulmus americana and U. lulva are distributed throughout t.he
forest. Some of the beech and maple range up to thirty inches in diam
eter.. There is considerable leaf litter 011 the forest floor, which is nearly
free of all vegetation except for a spring flora. The flood plain is domi
nated by species of Acer, Platanus, Fraxinus, Ulmus and Populus. This
area was overflowed in 1933 by the waters of Fall creek, which left an
accumulation of silt.
Humidity is of particular importance to the epiphytes. The humidity
record for Indianapolis over a three-year period shows for 1932 an
average variation from 46 per cent at noon to 79 per cent in the morn
ing; for 1933, from 40 per cent at noon to 79 per cent in the morning;
and for 1934, from 34 per cent at noon to 84 p-er cent in the morning.
The low humidity records were from May, June, July and August, and
the high largely from August and September.
The direction of the prevailing winds is t.aken above Indianapolis
every minute by the Weather Bureau (20). Their monthly averages
for 1934 are as follows: January-April, south: May-June, southwest:
July-November, south; December, west.
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METHODS

A study of the epiphytic mosses involves certain taxonomic difficulties
which must. be given special consideration here. In collecting, many
species may escape the eye unless the area st.udied is examined very
closely. Even then there are species present which can be identified
only with the aid of a microscope. For this reason it is necessary to
make many more collections than seems to be warranted hy the appear
ance to the eye or even under a hand lens. A typical example of two
species presenting such difficul ty are Hornomalliu.m adno.tum and Platy
gyrium repens. Their outward appearance is often identical, but to
make matters more confusing, vegetative specimens are often difficult
to distinguish under a microscope. P. repens has median cells 8: 1 <Ind
Hil

a more slender acumination, while H. adn<ltu1J'l has median cells 4-7: 1
and a less acuminate leaf apex, but gradations may be found from one
extreme to the other. (Grout (10) says they probably hybridize.)
Platygyrium may be distinguished by the gemmre if they are found, but
they are not always present.
Epiphytic mosses are seldom found fruiting, which introduces another
difficulty for identification. In the two hundred specimens collected for
this paper, however, there was but one (an acrocarpous form) which
could not be identified because of lack of fruit. This was present on one
tree only and in no significant abundance.
North was located on the tree by aid of a compass and marked with
a thumb tack. The circumference of the trunk was determined at a
meter and a half from the ground, which was the upper limit used in
this study. The area was then divided into four equal parts constituting
the north, west, south and east sides of the tree. Halfway between each
cardinal point of the compass, strings were suspended, delimiting the
north, west, south and east sides. At five dm. from the ground, or the
so-called "base" of the tree, another measurement was made. Where
trees had a conspicuous root spread, this was also measured.
The tree trunk was then drawn to scale upon graph paper as though
it had been split and flattened out on one plane. with the split occurring
in the middle of the south side. Each small sq uare in the diagram rep
resents 4.0 cm. on a side. The system of presentation given by Gams
(6) has been followed. A detailed description is given under "Observa
tions."
In order to measure moss colonies accurately, a wire frame 2.0 dm.
square was marked off into squares 4.0 cm. on a side. This area was
equivalent to that represented by each square of the graph and facili
tated charting. Beginning with the north side, the mosses were sketched
in as they appeared on the tree trunk (Figures 4-14).
The invest.igation was limited to the epiphytes on Fagus grandi/olia,
Acer saccharum and Ulmus americana: five trees of each from the
ravine in the vicinity of. the stream, and five of each on the ridge top
were studied. Five additional trees of Ulmus were also studied in the
adjoining lowland. Little attention was paid to the liverworts and
lichens, other than to sketch them in when their presence was con
spicuous.
Collections were made from every patch of moss for microscopic
determination. In all, two hundred collections were made and identified
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by the aid of Grout's "Mosses with Hand Lens and Microscope" and
such issues of his "Moss Flora of North America" as have been pub
lished to date. Nomenclature is that used in his Moss Flora, or, for
species not yet treated in those volumes, that of "Mosses with Hand
Lens and :Microscope." The charting of trees and collecting was done
in March and April of 1935.
Doubtful species were either checked or identified by G. B. Kaiser
and 1. E. Anderson, of the Sullivant Moss Society.
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The following is a list of the species found in the study, The syno
nyms given in parenthesis are species names in Grout's "Mosses with
Hand Lens and Microscope," which he has changed in his "Moss Flura
of North America."
1. Homomallium adnatum
(Amblystegiella adnata)
2. Platygyrium repens
3. Anomodon attenuatus
4. A. minor
5. A. tristis
6. A. rostratus
7. Schwetschkeopsis denticulata
(Leskea denticulata)
8. Amblystegium varium
9. Leskea gracilescens
10. Entodon seductrix
11. E. cladorrhizans
12. Thuidium minutulum
13. Orthotrichllm Schimperi
(0. pumilllm)
14. Plagiothecium micans
15. Leskea arenicola
16. Mnillm cuspidatum
17. Eurhynchiu m serrulatllm
18. Brachythecium velutinum
19. Leucodon julaceous
20. Homalotheciella subcapillata
21. Unidentified species
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Fig, 1.. Showing presence of eight most prevalent mosses . Each small space represents one tree.
Fig.. 2. Coverage classes of eight most prevalent species . Each small space represents one coverage class,
Fig . 3.. Allitudinal distribution of eight most prevalent species.. Only patches one decimeter square or more considered.
Patches coming in above tree bulges and behind vines, eliminated.
Fig. 4. Typical Fagus grandijolia as found on ridge.
_
Fill. S. Typical Fagus grandi/olia as found in ravine.
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Fig. 6. Typical Acer saccharum as found on ridge.
Fig. i. Typical Acer saccharum as found in ravine.
Figs. 8-11. Examples of Ulmus americana as found on ridge.
Figs. 12-15. Examples of Ulmus americana as found in ravine.
Fig. 16. Exception to the lypicaJ Ulmlls americana. as found in the lowlamJ.
Fi~. 1i. Typical Ulmus americana as found in the lowland.
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From the dIstribution of mosses on the trees studied, it is apparent
that different species of epiphytic mosses dominate under different
physiographic conditions which are not extreme enough to be apparent
in the higher vegetation. Within each different physiographic unit,
however, there are smaller units of epiphytic vegetation controlled by
the nature of species of the host tree and minute climatic differences.
These units so defined by moisture are expressed in the various asso
ciations.
In the presentation of these various associations, the system sug
gested by Gams (6) has been followed. The federation, of which there
is but one in this paper, is designated by the ending -ion, covering the
several floristically related types of the same region. The sociotypes
are marked by the termination -etum and signify the type societies
abstracted from similar concrete societies. Federations are named from
the most representative genus (or species), and sociotypes by the domi
nan t species.
FEDERATION:

H omomallion ·adnatum

H omollwHium adnatum controls the federation for both ridge and
ravine. It has the following frequencies: ridge Fagus, 100; ridge
Acer, 100; ravine Fagus, 60; ridge Ulmus, 60; ravine Acer, 60; and
ravine Ulmus, 20. From this it may be seen that H omamallium adnatum.
has a frequency on all specimens of Fagus studied of 80,per cent, on
AceI' 80 per cent, and on Ulmus 40 per cent. (See Table II.) Fre
quency of this species based on physiographic features shows for the
ridge top 87 per cent, and for the ravine 47 per cent. The total fre
quency, then, amounts to 67 per cent, making it the most representative
species.
ASSOCIATION:

H omomall'ietum adnatum.

The association dominates both Fagus and AceI' on ridges (Figures
4 and 6), there being scarcely any difference in the appearance of the
moss flora on these trees. On ridge Acer, under protection of climbing
vines and bulges in the trunk, moss is able to grow above the base, to
which it is restricted on Fagus because of the smooth character of the
bark. The moss stems were tightly appressed to the bark, but with the
ends of the branches often more or less erect. The association is char
acterized by the small number of species growing in it. There were but
two other species besides the dominant: PlatygY'rium. 1'cpcns and
1:.6
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mixed colony. Both of these, like the dominant species, are appressed
mosses.
In investigating the moisture absorbing quality of bark (Table I), it
was found that bark of Fagus absorbed less water from a saturated
atmosphere than did that of AceI', while bark of Ulmus absorbed the
most. The results found in this study indicate that the moisture-absorb
ing ability of the bark is of direct beneht to the epiphytic mosses.
Assuming bark of Fagus to present the most xerophytic conditions of
any species studied, and the ridge oop to exceed the other physiographic
locations in xerophytism, Homomallietum may be considered as the
association requiring the least moisture of any observed. Homomallium
adnatum, while apparently able to ecise under conditions of less mois
ture than other species present in the region. nevertheless shows a
preference for the north side of the ridge trees.
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TABLE I
MOISTURE ABSORBED FROM A SATURATED ATMOSPHERE BY THE
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BARK OF CERTAIN TREES
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TREE

'MIlium adnatum
80 per cent, on

Ulmus americana L ... ..... .
Ulmus americana 2.
..
Ulmus americana 3
Acer saccharum L
Acer saccharum 2
Acet saccharum 3
Fagus grandifolia 1
Fagus grandifolia 2
Fa~us grandifolia 3
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Absorbeo (Grn<.)

Absorl>ro

1.1020
.7668
l.2455
1.4754
1.8299
1.2873
1.3411
.889
1.1 832

21.2
18.9
20.6
16.4
18.8
17.7
13.4
13.5
13.7

Av"",~~

20.2

17.6

13.5

Platygyrietum repens

Platygyrium 'repens, often difficult to distinguish from Homo11wllium
ad17atum, approximated more closely the habitat requirements of the
ICltter than any other species found. The bark moisture data and
physiographic location showed that the Platygyrietum repens ranks next
to Homomallietum in moisture requirements. Platygyrietum repe'l'l-s
controlled on Fagus in the ravine and on Ulmus on the ridge when they
are near the woods margins (Figures 5. 8, 10 ancl 11). Ulmus on the

'T

t!i7

ridge farther in the woods supported Anomodetum, the association next
considered.
With an increase in moisture conditions comes an increase in the
number of species. In the Platygyrietum. repens on Ulmus on the ridge
near the field, twelve species were present in an open association, viz.,
Platygyrium repens, Amblystegium varium, EurhY"lcJtium serrulatum,
Leskea gracilesce1~s, L. arenicola, Brachythecium velutinurn, Orthotri
chum pumilum, Entodorl seductrix, Homonwllium adnatum, Mnium
cuspidatum, Leucodon julaceous, Anomodon minor.
In the Platygyrietum on Fagus' in the ravine there were but six
species limited to the base of the trees, viz., H omomallium adnatum,
Schwetschkeopsis denticulata, Anomodon attenuatus, Thuidium minu
tu.lum, and an unidentified species in addition to P. repens. All of these,
except Platygyrium and Homomallium. occurred but sparingly. The
presence of twelve species on Ulmus on the ridge and only six on Fagus
in the ravine may be significant in light of the greater moisture-absorb
ing capacity of bark of Ulmus.
Orthotrichum pu1nilU11"t was the only obligative epiphyte found in
this study. It was confined to the Platygyrietum on Ulmus on the ridge
near the field, and it showed a very peculiar distribution. It was not
seen in any other location except in the flood plain where it occurred on
the tree tbo high to be considered. It was observed to avoid the north
side as well as the bases of the trees on which it was growing, preferring
the upper limits of the areas studied. It grew typically in small patches
and was chiefly confined to the bark fissures. It occurred only on Ulmus
near the margin of the woods. Ochsner (15) concluded that this species
was dependent on the rainfall.
The open association of the Platygyrietum on the ridge and the pres
ence of the several other species indicate that a very slight change in
. the micro-climate might easily swing the dominance to another species.
This is emphasized by the change of the dominance to another species
on Ulmus farther from the field, as seen in the next association.
ASSOCIA nON:

Anomodetum tristis

This association closely resembles the Platygyrietum of the ridge in
several ways. It occurs on Ulmus on the ridge, although at a greater
distance from the field. It is an open association and is characterized
by the presence of several species (Figure 9).
158
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The species growing ill this associa.tion, although large in niJmber,
are small in coverage, viz., Anomodon tristis, Schwetschkeopsis dentic
ulata, Leskea gracilesce1lS, A. minar, HomomaUium adnatum, Plagio
theciU1n micans, A. attenuatus. The number of species here is not so
large as in the Platygyrietum on Ulmus on the ridge. A. tristis occurs
again on Ulmus in the ravine, nearly covering one tree, as does A.
minor. Leskca Kracilescens controls the association on Ulmus in the
Rooel plain.
ASSOCIATION: Anomodetum
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Because of the more favorable habitat of Ulmus in the ravine, thf'
minute micro-clim!itic variations allow for a more conspicuous expression
in the moss flora. Unfortunately, however, these expressions were also
controlled, or apparently so, by the contour of the tree in so many cases
as to leave the determination of the dominance questionable (Figures
14 anel 15). For this reason those trees which showed a complete
dominance were taken as standard; and, since one of these was covered
by Anomodan. milnor and one hy A. tristis, the association must be
denoted as Anomodetum (Figures 12 and 13). Of those trees in which
the contour seemed to control the dominance, one, because of deep fur
rows, allowed Schwetschkeopsis to cover sufficient space to be con
sidered elominant (Figure 15). One tree leaning to the south allowed
/1. atte1'luatus to dominate; anel another, with narrow trunk but wide
root spread and available space for dust to collect, showed A mbly
stegium varium to predominate slightly (Figure 14).
This association, besides its peculiarity of dominance, is distinguished
from all the preceding by its amount of coverage. Considering the
so-called "standard" trees, the association is a closed one. The tree
controlled by A nomodon minor is completely covered but for a neg
ligible space occupied by Schwetschkeopsis. A. trist'is likewise showed
a conspicuous coverage. The associa tion showed all of the Anomodons
found in any other association and one that was found nowhere else.
viz., A. minor, If. tristis, A. attc1ltwtus and A. rostratu.s. The last was
found on bu t one tree and in no great abundance. Schwetschkeops'is
denticulata and Amblystegiu.m variunt were conspicuous. Other species
occurring hut sparingly were H omalotheciella subcap-illata , Leskf'.l!
gracilescens and Homam.all·ium adnalu:m. Tbe trees of this association
were protected by the ravine from desiccating winds, anel they were in
the vicinity of a small stream, sometimes elry, but where moist condi
tions prevail.
1:)9

The' Anomodons may be said to be generally moisture-loving mosses,
capable of crowding out other species when the moisture is sufficient
for their growth. It may be noted that these Anomodons have much
of their surface free from the barIc A. tristis in particular is a very
loosely attached form with but few branches. Its leaves when dry are
tightly appressed to the stem. A. attenuatus is a heavy mat-fonning
species. densely branched. It has two kinds of branches, viz.) very
slender, ftagelliform branches with small leaves, and larger stem-like
branches. These latter when dry have the young tips curled under,
presenting the blunt; hunched surface of the erect branches to the
weather. Garjeanne (7) says that new shoots are much less resistant
than the older parts. The stem leaves are not much changed when dry.
Anomodon minor, as it grew here, approached ;j. tristis in general
appearance. It was but loosely attached and sparingly br?nched. The~e
Anomodons react immediately to water. When a drop of rain falls on
a branch, the papillose leaves expand with incredible swiftness. The
Anomodons typically formed closed associations, with the exception of
A. tristis. This species is often found mixed with species of a different
form (Homornallium) because of its less dense habit.
ASSOCIATION:
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Schwetschkcopsetum denticulata

Although this association occupied apparently the same physiographic
location as the Anomodetum, it presented exactly tbe opposite char
acteristics. While the Anomodetum on Ulmus in the ravine showed a
different aspect on every tree, Schwetschkeopsetum is a clearly defined
association on Acer in the ravine, and every tree displayed a remark
ably similar moss flora (Figure 7). The association was practically
a closed one and limited to the north side of the trees. It typically
showed an altitudinal zonation, beginning with Anom.odon attenuatus
at the base, and Schwetschkeopsis occupying most of the remainder of
the north side. A. tristis was in varied amounts and places. It occurred
usually in small patches and seemed to be crowded out by Schwetsch
keopsis, as the latter was by A. attC11uatus on the tree bases. A. tristis
showed a frequency here of 80 per cent (Table II). It sometimes grew
associated with Homonwlliurn ad'natum on the north, but found its
maximum growth on the east and west sides. Homomallium here is
limited to higher parts of the trees than was the case on the ridge.
The only species that seemed to show a preference for the south side
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was A. minor, and it was found on but one tree. Entodon seductrix
was in two very small patches. On one of the trees a sprout grew
from the base of the south side. From the protection afforded by this,
Schwetschkeopsis was able to grow on the south side. Whether it was
the light condition that was so affected by the sapling, or the moisture,
is uncertain. Very lik.ely the two are so closely associated in their
influence on this species that one cannot be isolated from the other.
Scbwetschkeopsis makes a silky looking mat on the tree and forms a
closed association.
Because of the typical similarity of the epiphytes on each tree, this
sociotype is probably less sensitive to the habitat conditions than the
Anomocletum on Ulmus in the ravine.
ASSOCIATION: Leskeetum gracilesccns
Since Fagus and Acer saccharu.m are absent in the lowlano, Ulmus
was the only tree species studied for its moss flora. Leskea gracilesce11.S
is as clearly the dominant here as Schwetschkeopsis is on Acer in the
ravine (Figure 17). The water of Fall creek repeatedly rises over this
Hood plain area and leaves a fine deposit of silt on the trees. The domi
nant trees are Platanus and Ulmus. Leskea completely controlled on
all (he trees studied but one, on which A mblystegium varium was found
to oominate (Figure 16). Leskea shows a strong preference for the
north side, although on one tree it spread until it covered all but the
west and southwest sides. The silt deposit or dust is the probable limit
ing factor for L. gracilescens. Grout (10) says that this species may
also be found growing on decaying logs anel soil. Epiphytic species
of len are iacultative epiphytes, frequently growing on stones, but a few
epiphytic species are known to grow on soil also.
Anomodon attenuatus occupies much the same place here as in the
Schwet~chkeopsetum, except that it is not conflned to anyone side but
was found on all sides at the bases of Ulmus. A mblystegium variU1n
assumed dominant proportions on one tree. Other species found grow
ing in small colonies in the association were: Entodon seductrix, E.
cladorrhi.wns (only a few stems), H ornomalliu.m adnatu1n, 0l'thntl'i
chum Schim.peri, Anomodon minor and A. tr·istis.
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TABLE II
SOME FREQUENCY INDEX COMPARISONS BY PER CENT

F

Auomodon aLtenuatus. - ....... .,.
0
Homomallium adnatum...... .,_ .
lOO
......
a> Anomodon lrisLis...................... _
0
Anomodon minor..... - .- .... ,-.
0
Leskea gracilescens .................
0
Amblystegium varium ...............
10
Schwetschkeopsis denticulata......
0
Platygyrium rcpens .... , .... - ....
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20
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0
40
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20
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40
60
0
0
0
0
60
80
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60
80
20
0
0
100
0

60
20
80
60
0
80
60
0

20
80
0
0
0
10
.30
50

60
80
40
10
0
0
50
10

50
40
60
50
40
60
40
30

20
87
l3

67
47
53
27
0
27

43
67

...

13

27
20
7
40

73
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3.1
20

13
23
40
33

HYDROGEN-JON REACTIONS OF BARK
Nine samples of bark were taken from two trees of AceI', eight sam
ples from two trees of Ulmus and eight from two trees of Fagus, all
growing on the ridge. The bark was cut into thin shavings and tested
for acidity by the Youden quinhydrone method. The results showed
the pH to range as follows: Acer saccharum, 5.5-6.93, average, 5.72;
Ulmus, 5.63-6.53, avetll'ge, 5.94; and Fagus, 4.72-5.38, average, 4.96.
Bark, thUS, showed a decided ,acid reaction.

BARK MOISTURE
The fact that different species of trees growing under approximately
the same physiographic conditions often supported different moss asso
ciations suggested that bark moisture conditions might playa dominant
role. In order to test out this hypothesis, an experiment was conducted
in the following manner: Bark was collected from three trees each of
Fagus, AceI' and Ulmus. It was brought into the laboratory in soil cans
and thoroughly dried at a temperature of 100 degrees C. for four days.
The bark was then taken from the ovens and weighed in the cans. A
low dish of warm water was placed on a tray with the cans of bark in
a circle aronnd it. The whole was covered with a bell jar and allowed
to remain for a week. At the end of this time the atmosphere within
was doubtless saturated. Removing each can separately, the bark was
again weighed and the results tabulated (Table I). The percentage
of moisture was based on the dry weight of the bark.
The average water absorbed by Fagus was 13.5 per cent, by AceI'
17.6 per cent, and by Ulmus 20.4 per cent. These figures offer an
explanation for the differences between the epiphytic moss flora of
AceI' and Ulmus in the ravine and AceI' and Ulmus on the ridge.

DISCUSSION
A study of the distribution of moss species on the trees reveals a
very pronounced selectivity. It is this sensitive selective power of
mosses which stamps them as micro-indicators. At present, the methods
for measuring light and moistllre conditions of the atmosphere imme
diately next to the bark, or in the fissures, are inadequate.
It is impossible under the conditions of this study to isolate anyone
16R

factor as being the limiting factor: Tbere can be no harm, however.
in pointing out noticeahle environmental factors if there is an under.
standing of the inseparable nature of the whole of the life factors, This
inseparability was indicated by Ochsner when he said, "The greater
the amount of light the greater will usually also be the danger of desic
cation," Once the limiting factors for these species can be determined.
their value as micro-indicators will begin.
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BARK MOISTURE

The distribution of species is not controlled entirely by physiographic
conditions. From a comparison of the associations of either the ridge
or the ravine, it is evident that some other factor is of importance equal
to the physiographic location. The distribu tion of thi mosses suggests
that this factor may be difjerence in bark moisture, and falls in line
with the experiment previously described (Table I), which showed
that small quantities of bark from Acer saccharum absorbed 4.1 per
cent more water from a saturated atmosphere than that of Fagus; and
Ulmus absorbed 2.8 per cent more than that of Acer.
Certain aspects relating to the moisture of hark are indicated hy
the mosses themselves. These are summarized here: The number of
moss species growing in a given habitat is more or less indicative of the
environment, the same as in higher vegetation. Optimum habitats tend
to show a smaller number of species than rigorous habitats, if the latter
are not too extreme in their conditions. Optimum habitats allow one
species to dominate and "close" the association, while more rigorous
habitats are not sufficiently favorable for anyone species to become
a dominant. On the ridge, Acer and Fagus each supported two species,
while U}mus supported 15; in tbe ravine Fagus and Acer each sup
ported five species, while Ulmus supported nine. Apparently Fagus
and Acer on the ridge excluded most species by their more rigorolls
habitats, while Fagus, Acer and Ulmus in the ravine and Ulmus on
the ridge were more favorable moss habitats.
In the ravine, where conditions more nearly reach the optimum, each
species of tree studied supported a different moss association. For
Fagus it was Platygyrietum; for Acer, Schwetschkeopsetum, and for
Ulmus, Anomodetum. Of the eight sp'ecies selected as most representa
tive from the standpoint of frequency and coverage, four occurred
entirely, or almost so; on Ulmus. These four species are Anom.odrJr/.
164
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minor, .'1. tl'iSlis, Lcskca grocilescG11s and /1 m.blystegium val'ium. The
presence or Lcskea gracil.escens on Ulmus only may be more or less
accidental, as its distribution seems to have been controlled largely
by dust and silt, and Ulmus was the only species studied which pre
sented such a substratum to any extent. However, the presence of
A nomodon minor and A mblystegi~tm varium on Ulmus, to the exclusion
of nearly every other tree studied, is particularly noticeable.
Harvey (1l) says that "differences as great as 25 degrees C. may
exist between the temperatures of the south and north sides of (in
ternal) tree trunks." He also says that "The air temperature shows
some fluctnation with sun and shade, but to no such marked degree
as the bark." Whether this temperature variation has any effect on
epiphytes is uncertain, but it may playa part in the bark moisture of
the host trees.
OTHER FACTORS

Ano'J1/.ndon ll'istis, by its tendency to shun the north side of trees,
may be assumed to be affected about as much by light conditions as
by moisture. At no time did it show any particular development on
the north side. On the ridge its maximum coverage was on the east,
in the ravine the south, and in the lowland the greatest coverage was
on the southwest side. Assuming that for Ulmus in the ravine the
ridges cut off the influence of the wind . that moisture was plentiful on
all sides of the tree, the only explanation left for the complete southern
coverage is the light factor. If its coverage on the south were because
of an affmity for less moisture it would not be likely to grow to the
base as it did (Figure L2). The same theory seems to hold true for
A. minor, but with moisture more important, and light less, than in /1.
Iristis.
H omomallium adnatum, 5chwctschkcopsis denliculala and Anomodol'l
allenualus are probably controlled largely by moisture conditions. Of
these, Homomallium seemed to prefer the drier situations, as expressed
by its dominance on the ridge and its tendency, when present in the
ravine, to be limited to the higher parts of the zones studied. 5ch:welsch
keopsis denticulala showed a preference [or medium-moist, shady
substrata by its abundance on the north side of trees in the ravine.
Abundance was reduced, however, on Ulmus as compared with Acer.
[t is possible that the greater moisture content of Ulmus bark produced
a less favorable habitat. Only very moist conditions seemed adequate
lC:l

for A nomodon aUcnuatus, as expressed by its restriction to the bases
of trees even in moist localities. Miss Taylor (19) claims that
"Anomodon attenuatus occurs in dry situations, usually on tree bases,"
and by dry we may assume that she means comparatively so, as against
the moisture contained in soils.
The presence of noticeable quantities of silt deposit on the north
side of trees of the flood plain cannot escape attention, when trying to
account for the dominance of Leskea gracilescens. Apparently dust or
silt is the limiting factor. This hypothesis gains more weight when it
is recalled that Leskea gracilescens is one of very few epiphytes, accord
ing to Grout (10). which also grows on soil. Amblystegium varium is
another, and likewise seems to be limited to dust deposits. Richards
(17) points out that epiphytic mosses vary in species, depending on
chemical nature of soil deposits on tree bark. In unprotected places,
wind may be a major factor in affecting the growth of epiphytes.
Ochsner (15) has shown that "moss vegetation is especially luxuriantly
developed in valleys and depressions which are not subjected to desic
cating winds," and this seems to hold for the ravine in this study.
Richards (17) attributes the greater coverage of the southwest side of
trees in England to the wind. "Its effects are particularly obvious on
epiphytes. In England trees arc usually moss-covered only on the
western and southwestern sides (which face the prevailing wind). This
effect is probably due to the rain being driven against the tree trunks."
Results of the present study are not in agreement with Richards'
observations.
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HYDROGEN-ION RF..ACTlONS OF BARK

1,
Certain species of mosses for some time have been considered a.s
indicators of acidity. In spite of the (act that much work has been
done, it is not possible at present to arrive at defmite conclllSions.
Richards (17) has shown that there is a definite range of pH, together
with an optimum point, for each moss species. European workers have
found that there is a range which is closely associated with other
environmental variations. For instance, a moss which has been found
to be calcicole in one habitat may be calcifuge in another under dif
ferent conditions.
Amann (1) and Richards (17) both seem to favor the conclusion
that each species has a definite pH preference. They remark, however,
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on Lhe possibility of making false deductions. For example, a calcifuge
species may be growing on limestone if there has been considerable
leaching or if there is a thin layer of humus. Robinove and LaRue
(18) have found that moss species have a much wider range of pH
than formerly supposed.
Montgomery (14) maintains that "most acid-loving mosses are acro
carps, most alkaline mosses are pleurocarps." He also found that epi
phytic mosses gave a. neutral to alkaline reaction, which he mentions as
typical for the group. In the present study the bark of some trees Rave
a pH average of 4.96 to 5.94.
DISTRIBUTIONAL FACTORS
FlDELlTY

The fidelity of certain species is essential to the classification oi
mosses as micro-indicators. Clements (3) holds that the dominant is
the most important of all indicators. Ochsner (15) maintains that
we would destroy the Aoristic-ecologic unit of species combination if
we were to consider the ever-present species as alone diagnostic of the
association. In fact, these constant species give less information about
the association life condition than his so-called "character-species"
which Show a. much smaller ecologic amplitude than the former, and
are much better suited to represent the association, even though they
are not constant and usually are not ever-present. Ochsner's theory
would thus emphasize the fidelity of association species rather than
constancy.
Lippmaa (13) apparently does not consider fidelity as sufficiently
distinct to be significant. He mainta.ins that chance plays too impor
Lant a role in the distribution of species. Ochsner (15) maintains that
"in epiphytic associations the degree of association fidelity is closely
related to the degree of fidelity to the habitat."
FREQUENCY

l\s in oLher data given for mosses, frequency is best studied along
with the coverage figures (Figure 2). The difficulty involved with
the interpretation of frequency figures arises from the impossibility of
considering individual moss plants. The individual is necessarily aban
doned for a consideration of the coverage. Coverage for any specie~
Hi7

on anyone tree may range from 1 sq. cm. to total coverage; in fre
quency data, one would receive the same attention as the other, thereby
tending to place all coverage classes on an equal. In a general way,
however, frequency figures may be valuable, as they are in determining
the federation. The federation in this study received its character name
by reason of the high frequency for HomomaUimn adnatum (67 per
cent) as compared to the next highest total frequency (43 per cent)
for AnomorLon attenuatus. An idea or the frequency of the most rep
reseutative species is best ohtained from Table II. Frequency figures
for the lowland were not included, siuce Ulmus was the only substrate
studied.
H011lom.aLlium adnatum, already designated as preferring drier habi
tats than the other species, has its greatest coverage on the north side
of the ridge AceI', but on the south side of the ravine AceI', while it was
practically absent from the ravine Ulmus. The data on bark moisture
for these species of trees make these distributions more significant.
The smooth character of the bark of Fagus on all but the very b:lse
accounts for the lack of mosses there.
In the ravine a few trees were observed which were leaning slightly.
In all such cases, moss could be seen growing to the top of thf' tree on
the upper side.
Altitudinal distrihution of species, expressed in graphic form, does
not always give a true picture of the situation. On trees which have
bulges, moss may be found in considerable abundance above such a
protrusion where the rain is retained for a time. Such colonies may
again occur where lianas are growing against the tree. Recording these
colonies on the figures leads to a wrong impression unless the data are
studied in connection with the tree diagrams themselves.
SOCIOTYPES

The sociotypes were distinct. They were defined by a three-fold
control: host tree, physiographic location and micro-climate. The one
factor, however, common to these three habitat elements, and which
was, therefore, the ultimate limiting control, was moisture.
The ridge presents three sociotypes: on Fagus and AceI', Homomal
lietum adnatum; on Ulmus near an old field, Platygyrietum repens;
and on elm farther in the woods, Anomodetum tTistis. The ravine alsO
shows three sociotypes: on Fagus, Platygyrietum Tepens; on AceI',
ln8
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Sc!rt1Jctschkeopsctum dentiC1tlata, and on Ulmus, the Anomodetums.
Ulmus of the flood plain is dominated by the Leskeetum gracilescens.
A tentative arrangement of the associations on the basis of mois
ture requirement, and beginning with the least, would be: Homomal
lietum adnatum, Platygyrietum reperzs, Anomodetum tristis, Sclrwetsclz
keopsetum denticulata and Anomodetum (minor and attenuatus).
SUMMARY
1, This paper at tempts to present a conception of the epiphyt ic
mosses of the region studied.
2. The federation was Homomallion adnatu'Tl1..
3. Three factors controlled the associations: host tree, topographic
position and micro-climate: the element linking each of these being
moisture.
4. The various associations, with their substrata and topographic
position, were: H omomallieturn adnatum, Fagus and Acer on the ridge;
Platygyrietum repens, Ulmus near a field on the ridge, and Fagus in
the ravine; Anomodetum tristis, Ulmus within woods on ridge;
Schwetschkeopsetum denticulata, ravine Acer; Anomodctum, ravine
Ulmus; Leskeetum gracilescens, lowland Ulmus.
S. The associations tentatively arranged in order of increasing mois
ture requirement would be: H omomallietum adnatum, Platygyrietum
repens, Anomodctum tristis, Sclzwetsclzkeopsetum dcnticulata and
A'nomodetum (min01' and attenuatus).
6. Bark of all trees tested gave an acid reaction.
7. Bark of different species of trees differed with respect to the
absorption of moisture from a saturated atmosphere: Ulmus showed
the highest absorptive power and Fagus the lowest.
8. The moss flora occurring on ridge Fagus and ridge Acer was lim
ited to two species.
9. Ulmus on the ridge had the richest moss flora, with fifteen species
present.
10. A different species of moss dominated on each individual tree in
the case of ravine Ulmus.
11. Four of the eight species of mosses recognized as most repre
sentative grew almost exclusively on Ulmus.
12. Of the species of epiphytic mosses studied, btl t two are capahle
of growing on soil; these two are apparently restricted in their dis
109

tribution to silt of dust deposits on the trees, viz., Amblystegiu.m varim1't
and Leskea gracilescens .
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